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Abstract
Fashion assortments intrinsically vary from season to season which makes range planning in fashion retailing fundamentally different to that in fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) retailing. The category management concept, prevalent in FMCG retailing, has found limited application in the fashion sector (Dewsnap and Hart, 2004) primarily because it involves fine tuning a product range over time. One of the underlying principles of the concept which is relevant to fashion, is the notion that different product categories can play unique roles in the pursuit of overall successful performance.
The term brand coherence describes the relationship between existing and new products with a brand’s identity being central to its ability to communicate what its products and services have in common (Kapferer, 2008). The notion that brand identity can comprise essential and non-essential facets is used in conjunction with the idea that products can possess distinctive or generic facets to form a matrix in which category roles can be described.  This conceptual paper proposes that the adoption of category roles is a useful concept when considering strategic aspects of fashion merchandise planning, but the development of category roles for fashion needs to use branding concepts in order to make them meaningful.  
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A reassessment of the category management concept for strategic fashion merchandise planning

Introduction
The process of range planning in fashion retailing is fundamentally different to that in fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) retailing because of the need for change in the product range. Fashion assortments intrinsically vary from season to season and often change frequently during each one; Sheridan et al (2006) describe the fashion industry as volatile and unpredictable, with shortening life cycles and a high level of impulse purchasing.  Even though there is some evidence that the throw-away fashion trend has moved on, the need for innovation and newness does not stop (Moran 2012). Furthermore, the immediacy of online retailing seems to be perpetuating the need for frequent injections of stock with a rolling, rather than seasonal approach to range planning. As the global demand for fashion increases, many emerging and high growth fashion markets have a less seasonal, or a different seasonal pattern to those in the traditionally established European and US markets, and so seasonal range planning is generally becoming less dominant. In this changing and challenging business environment for product management therefore, a fashion brand, whether a retailer brand or otherwise, needs an overall framework for assortment planning in order to provide relevance to the brand and to the consumer, whilst maximising profitable sales opportunities. 
This suggests that there is need for a strategic approach to product management for fashion brands, but there is scant evidence in the literature to provide a clearer direction about how this should be operationally implemented. In the fast-moving consumer goods (FMCG) retail sector the range planning technique known as category management has received considerable attention, in both academic and practitioner literature, and although it appears to have been neglected by the fashion industry, this paper suggests that a reassessment of this approach, incorporating the concept of the iconic merchandise category could provide some direction for strategic fashion range planning in a global and less seasonal context. 
An introduction to category management
The Institute of Grocery Distribution’s definition of category management is ‘the strategic management of product groups through trade partnerships, which aims to maximise sales and profits by satisfying consumer needs’ (IGD, 1999: appendix). This definition highlights the process as a consumer-led process and as such relies on having an understanding of a consumer’s relationship with a product type, It takes into consideration for example the level of interest they have in a product category, how customers prefer to shop for products within a category and how different shopping occasions may influence decisions consumers make about buying products within a category. 
According to retail-vision.co.uk (2012) category management is the ‘pre-eminent technique used by leading retailers and suppliers to deliver their retail strategy and develop new products’.  Category management as a process consists of eight steps: defining categories, defining category roles, assessing the performance of categories, setting category objectives, devising an overall strategic plan for each category, specifying tactics for the category, implementing category management and then reviewing the success of the category using performance indicators established in the second step (Rosenblum, 2010). The first stage, category definition, is the process of grouping similar products that the customer expects to see displayed together and in which a meaningful choice can be made. Fashion retailers have traditionally used ‘departments’ to categorise merchandise, which is useful in terms of developing product expertise and maintaining an overview of product detailing, however, customers may be less inclined to departmentalise their fashion requirements, but be more focused on end use for clothing products when shopping. Category descriptors such as formal occasion, relaxed dressing, casual fashion, and outwear therefore, may be more relevant for fashion categories. Within individual categories there may be particular product items or stock keeping units (SKUs) that are so relevant to the consumer that they become a draw to the category. In grocery retailing, where product ranges are mainly continuous at SKU level, category definition can be very precise, but even so, some SKUs can appear in more than one category in a large store. For example a particular brand of chilli sauce may be found with all other add-on sauces (as opposed to cook-in sauces), but the same product may also be found in a category for Mexican-inspired dining. 
The second stage of category management is also about definition, but moves from grouping products from a consumer selection viewpoint to an assessment of the relationship between a category and an overall retail brand.  A judgement is made about a category in terms of the role that the particular category plays in an overall product assortment. Varley (2006: 49) summarizes roles that have been most frequently cited in category management articles, as shown in Table 1. The concept of category role-playing is the focus of this paper and so this stage of the process will be returned to later on. 

Table 1: The role of the product category
Retail brand reinforcer	New categories; high fashion categories; high technology categories; includes strong (retailer or manufacturer) brands; create excitement and theatre in store
Cash-flow contributor	Established categories; non-symbolic categories, consistent value provision
Profit generator	Growing categories; fashion categories; symbolic categories; high profit margins
Service provider	Stagnant or declining categories; well established market leading brands; competitive with other category providers;  low profit margins
Destination	Growing or well established categories; contains leading brands; deep and wide assortment; considered the best retail offer by target customer

Source: Varley 2006:49

The next three stages in the process involve category planning. This starts with a performance evaluation of categories, based on financial measures such as sales, profits, and markdown. Given the qualitative nature of category role definition non-financial performance such as a category’s ability to build store traffic should also be part of this process. Performance evaluation should also take into account the maturity of the category within its lifecycle, and benchmarking against competitors’ offers. The potential growth of the category within the market overall, and the forecasting of innovation within the category are also required in order to be able to make an objective evaluation of performance.  The category management philosophy encourages suppliers and retailers to work together in category planning and it is at this stage in particular that a supplier’s category insight can be very valuable. After the performance evaluation has been completed, strategic objectives and development plans for each category are generated, which might include increasing awareness or building growth for example, and then an operational category retail marketing mix is drawn up, which covers space allocation, display plans, promotional plans, and so on.  The final two stages of the category management process are implementation including assigning of personnel to manage the category, and finally reviewing the performance of the category in the light of the performance evaluation methods chosen and the objectives set. 
Applicability of the category management concept to fashion
While most of the grocery retailing adoption of category management has been focused on getting the detail of the product SKU’s within the category optimized, it is category management’s concern with the role of the whole product category within a retailer’s range and the contribution a category can make to the strategic positioning of a retail brand identity (Varley 2006) which is likely to be of most interest to fashion retail brands. Product categories themselves have different characteristics, which mean that they need to be managed in different ways in order to achieve optimum profitability. Some categories may be dominated by premium brands (trainers for example), whilst others such as loungewear might be more value driven. It is proposed that fashion brands might use category management in the pursuit of product differentiation to gain a competitive advantage over rivals and that there is potential for them to work with suppliers who understand their retail market positioning to improve their performance. Dewsnap and Hart’s (2004) case study of a category management application in the lingerie sector concluded that category management could offer distinct opportunities for fashion retailers to work with their suppliers and generate sustainable competitive advantage. 
It can therefore be suggested that product categories can be strategic, and that strategic categories can be managed to optimise short, medium and long term financial performance. They can also enhance an image of creativity, innovation and excitement, with category orientated displays being used to reinforce strategic product category positioning for a brand (Varley, 2006). The underlying principle of the category management concept that different product categories can play unique roles in the pursuit of an overall successful performance of a merchandise assortment is interesting and reinforces Kapferer’s (2008) notion that the relationship between brands and the product assortments that represent them must be managed carefully and strategically. 
Little is known about the application of category management in fashion. In 2004 Dewsnap and Hart found that there was no evidence in academic literature or from industry sources that category management was being used in the fashion sector; however they suggest that the concept is relevant and could be useful.  Sheridan et al (2006) concur, and suggest that category management could help fashion companies to develop responsive merchandise strategies.  Jackson and Shaw (2009) are of the view that there are no prescribed ways to categorize and analyse fashion merchandise but consider clear logic and experienced management to be the main facilitators of good merchandise planning and practice, which would seem to give support for a systematic and evaluative approach such as category management.  
Dewsnap and Hart (2004) advise that fashion brands should be flexible and pragmatic when applying category management as the process can be viewed as inflexible. Retail-vision.co.uk (2012) also suggests that category aims need to be developed with consideration for a business’ own resources and capability. This view is endorsed by Rosenblum (2010) who suggests that category management has lost credibility more recently because of its complexity and the need in highly competitive retail business environments to resort to the fast implementation of tactical marketing initiatives. However he highlights the importance of category roles in the evolution of merchandise planning by saying that in this transformation to short term initiatives ‘the importance of category roles and their ability to be the glue across strategy and tactics was lost’. The extent to which the category roles established in the context of the FMCG industry are applicable to fashion retailers is not known but the principle of determining category roles within an overall merchandise assortment would seem to provide a framework for strategic analysis of product assortments whilst providing flexibility for short term and/or responsive initiatives. 
According to Rosenblum (2010) and retail-vision.co.uk (2012), category roles are essential for maintaining a consistent strategic and tactical plan which provides cohesive marketing intents across price, promotion, space and assortment. Retailers that follow this approach send a clear message to their shoppers regarding their unique point-of-difference, have greater shopper satisfaction and drive sales. The IGD are also confident about the relevance of category management today, stating that ‘the principles are more relevant than ever’ (IGD.com, 2012). Their communication goes on to say that robust and well-implemented category strategies with a consumer-led orientation will continue to add real value to businesses. ‘In 2013, the best category visions will show an understanding of shopper attitudes, behaviours and needs at a more macro-level than ever’ (IGD.com 2012). 
Although Kapferer (2008) does not advocate category management per se, his writings come close to suggesting that the category is a useful concept when analysing the strategic relationship between brands and products. He suggests that in order to manage product resemblance through brand identity, range diversity through product extensions and developments, and brand coherence without creating uniformity, brands might refer to cognitive psychology and the way people think and form categories. He advocates that not all products represent the brand in the same way and to the same degree. 
Product and Brand Coherence
According to Kapferer (2008) consumers’ perceptions of brands are built through the coherence of repeated experiences over time. He emphasises that the first contact a consumer experiences with a brand becomes a determining factor in the formation of a long-term image of the brand, embodied in the product and services encountered.  It is suggested this product/brand relationship must be managed carefully and strategically ‘there is no brand without strong internal policing and without a strong external coherence as well’ (Kapferer 2008: 280). 
Kapferer continues to say that brand building involves creating a perception of specificity of the brand, which brings exclusivity and motivating added value for customers. The repeated experience and coherence over time reinforces the brand values through products, which may be diverse in terms of the categories in the range, but ‘tell perceptibly the same story, each in its own way’ (Kapferer 2008: 280). Brand messages transmitted through marketing communications reinforce the strong coherence externally. This internal and external coherence therefore reinforce a brand, which paradoxically, becomes the source of its own coherence.
Jackson and Shaw (2009) emphasise the importance for fashion brands to demonstrate a clear and understandable product range at the customer interface, suggesting that overcrowded and confused fashion product offers can often drive customers away whilst limited ranges run the risk of being perceived as narrow and uninteresting.  Kapferer (2008) concurs, suggesting that repetition should not mean uniformity and boredom and that diversity, innovation and surprise are ingredients that stir up interest in a brand but warns that too much diversity can lead to inefficiency, dispersal of management resources and a fuzzy perception of the brand. 
The concept of brand extension is well known in fashion; a brand that is recognised and valued by consumers can capitalize on the power of its name to grow through leverage (Liu and Choi, 2009). Posner (2011) for example refers to the concept of core and peripheral brand extensions, and unrelated brand stretching. Whilst logical, this strategy is not without risk, however, and potentially takes scarce resources away from the main range categories and results in being perceived by customers as irrelevant. Nevertheless, failing to respond effectively to changes in demand within established categories runs the risk of simply carrying on offering what customers do not want (Jackson and Shaw, 2009). According to Kapferer (2008), brand coherence is rarely taken into account when new product projects are evaluated, suggesting that they are selected instead on the basis of sales and profit potential in a particular marketing channel or geographical region. However, meeting the challenge of how to manage diversity without losing brand identity, and how to introduce variety without losing the brand’s specificity, is a strategic merchandise management issue. 
Kapferer proposes  that at the conceptual level it is necessary to distinguish between those facets of a brand’s identity that are essential to its core, and those that are not necessary, which can be called ‘peripheral’. Throughout the development of a brand, its identity is expressed through product examples. The primary best seller becomes the brand’s prototype; the living and recognised symbol of the brand’s essence. The brand can then enlarge the circle of its product variation by introducing lines that are transformations of the brand, but remain coherent with the brand (Kapferer, 2008). This paper however argues that a brand’s prototype should not be the best seller in terms of product, but the brand icon(s) in terms of merchandise category. 
If ever there was a brand prototype in the form of a best selling product for ‘British heritage brands’ the trench-coat is one, however Cochrane (2012) suggests that Burberry’s success and Aquascutum’s problems are manifested in their treatment of this product item. She compares trench-coats from the two companies and concludes that while both coats have five rows of brown buttons, buckled sleeves, storm flaps, belt, a checked lining and look remarkably alike, the Burberry (​http:​/​​/​www.guardian.co.uk​/​business​/​burberrygroup" \o "More from guardian.co.uk on Burberry​) trench is in fact ‘shorter, sharper, loucher (that belt), perkier’ (Cochrane, 2012). In addition she adds that it is known to be worn by celebrities and comes from a brand with one of the highest profile design directors in the fashion world.  She adds that the Burberry coat says ‘now’, whereas the Aquascutum says ‘then’ (Cochrane, 2012). It is suggested that by maintaining the trench-coat as an iconic category as a concept, rather than a best selling product, a brand is able to remain relevant yet at the same time hold onto its identity and heritage. Burberry has updated and adapted products within this key area in order to provide variety, innovation and excitement. Aquascutum it is suggested has not, maintaining a heritage product that remains historic and classic but not as desirable.
Van Der Vorst (2004, cited in Kapferer, 2008) suggests that the relationship between brands and products can be analysed using the concepts of distinctive and generic in terms of product facets, and core and peripheral in terms of brand facets. These concepts would seem to be highly relevant for fashion merchandise planning. The distinctive product facets are those that strongly communicate a brands identity, while the generic product facets are those features that are easily and often replicated by alternative or competitive brands; core brand facets can be considered to be those aspects of a brand that are found in all product category embodiments of a brand, while peripheral facets are those only relevant to a specific category.  Combining these concepts with those of the established category management roles outlined in Table 1, a matrix for fashion category roles has been developed and the recommendations and implications for merchandise management included (see Table 2).

Table 2: Proposed category role matrix for fashion brands
	                                                    Brand
	Core 	Peripheral 
Product	Distinctive	Iconic Maintains all major brand facets in every product within the category. The identity of the brand is distinctive through the product category. Product and brand coherence is strong.  Category acts as a destination for consumer purchase of brand.  A deep assortment is recommended. Strategic brand communications should feature products from this category. Visual merchandising should feature products from this category, but they should not dominate all displays. 	Aspirational /OccasionalOnly some brand facets may be included, and may be blended with other facets which are more related to specific product categories. Coherence between brand and product is apparent.Category acts as excitement creator; the brand embodiment may be new, innovative and /or adds interest. A deep assortment is recommendedStrategic brand communications should feature products from this category.Visual merchandising should emphasise the category. 
	Generic 	ExtensionAll major brand facets are present, but the product category does not have strong coherence with the brand; many other brands are competitive in this category.The category is established and may be growing in the market and/or be on trend.A shallow assortment is recommended, with the potential to deepen.Products from these categories can appear in brand communications and visual merchandising, but they should not be dominant.	Convenience/StapleThe category may or may not have strong coherence with the brand; other brands may have stronger product coherence, or product coherence has been strong in the past. The brand offers the category as way of delivering service to the consumer.  Well established category, possibly with stagnant or declining demand. A shallow assortment is recommended. These categories should not usually feature prominently in strategic brand communications or visual merchandising although they may be used in targeted promotional activity.  

Adapted from R van der Vorst 2004, cited in Kapferer (2008: 285) and Varley (2006:49)

The iconic category therefore maintains all major brand facets in every product within the category and the identity of the brand is distinctive through the product category, providing a strong coherence between product and brand, and because of this consumers consider the brand to be a destination for the purchase of this product type. In order to satisfy customers therefore a deep product assortment is recommended to ensure that most customer needs can be met, for example a variation in sizes, lengths, fabrication weight, colour and textures. Product detailing can change to ensure updated styling is incorporated, but the essential product type should be recognizable and reassuring. 
The aspirational or occasional category is one where particular brand facets may be included in the product design in order to maintain coherence between the brand and the products, however there is more freedom here to blend other facets that are more relevant to the specific product category rather than the brand. These facets may be innovative product features, or new styling ideas which add excitement and interest to the product ranges and the brand in general. As the relationship to the brand is apparent and shows the brand/product manifestation moving in a new and modernising direction, it is suggested that there needs to be a deep assortment in these categories to demonstrate confidence and commitment to new reincarnations of the brand. 
An extension category would be one that is well established for the brand, and represents it in an easily understood way for the consumer, but there is no really strong coherence between the brand and the product. It is a category that existing customers will be aware of but customers new to the brand may not be. Other brands are seen to have competence and be competitive in the category. However, this type of category provides a brand with the opportunity to include products within the assortment that are on trend, or in growing markets to capitalise on brand loyalty and/or impulse purchasing. Some of these categories could be considered ‘outfit completers’ or complementary products. A shallow assortment is therefore recommended, with the potential to deepen maintained should demand grow.  
Convenience or staple products are those that take the outfit completing idea further, simply being offered to prevent a customer having to go to an alternative brand to satisfy this need as other brands offer this product category, some perhaps consider them as iconic products of their own.  The convenience/staple category may have been one that had stronger brand coherence and therefore offered in more depth in the past, but is now a stagnant or declining category for the brand and so a shallow assortment is recommended. 
The matrix also provides some broad suggestions in terms of marketing communication campaigns; with a blend of iconic and aspirational category products being the most effective for strategic communications, emphasising distinctiveness and newness, whilst reassuring brand coherence. Both should also be used in visual retail displays, but it is suggested the aspirational category should have the most emphasis. Extension categories may work as supporting product in a brand communication and visual merchandising but they should not be dominant in it because consumers may find this irrelevant or confusing. Convenience categories are not recommended for any brand communications part from generating short term promotional interest, should this be necessary. 
Application of the conceptual framework
The next section of the paper provides an illustration of the conceptual framework, using the eponymous fashion brand Reiss; founded, owned and run by UK retail entrepreneur David Reiss. The company’s early origins were in shirt manufacturing in the early nineteen seventies followed by wholesaling and retailing of menswear in the 1980s. The launch of women’s wear as a mainstream retail category took place in 2000 since when the company grew steadily and organically until 2005, when it started a serious international retail expansion programme. Positioned as a bridge brand, with design led, luxurious product at what is often termed ‘high street prices’, Reiss has carved a niche in the UK market as aspirational and stylish yet accessible (Berwin, 2007).
As the company grew many different categories have been trialled, but the company’s early success was the appeal of loosely cut men’s suits made from elegant and fashion forward fabrics.  The suit has remained an iconic category for Reiss and  in a high risk move to position the brand further upmarket, Reiss recently introduced personal suit styling for its male customer in a small number of stores. The new (for Reiss) made-to-measure service offers the customer a choice of over 40 fabrics, a vast selection of jacket and  trouser styles, and detailing (Nichols, 2010) and whilst this is not Savile Row bespoke tailoring, it does combine two growing trends in fashion;  investment dressing and mass-customisation.  In a similar way to Burberry, Reiss is maintaining innovation in the category that is the historic basis of the company’s success to ensure that a key product area maintains excitement and consumer relevance, and complete brand coherence. 
The women’s wear range from Reiss has always featured dresses as a central category, and the brand has gained a great reputation for elegant day dresses and stylish and sensuous evening variations. The recent royal endorsement from The Duchess of Cambridge, who wore a Reiss dress for her official engagement portrait, has helped to reinforce dresses as second iconic category for Reiss (Fox, 2011). Accessories are another very successful category for Reiss, with outerwear and formal separates additionally central to the overall assortment; however these categories do not play the role of iconic category in the way that dresses and men’s suits do, and therefore can be considered to be extension categories. Other categories where the brand has a presence but not authority, such as shoes, can be considered convenience products. Casual clothing conversely, is an area that the company has been keen to move into with authority, focusing on this category with a sub-brand; ‘Reiss 1971’. While this is a potentially interesting category for the customer, with a denim range as central to the offer, casual wear does not appear to have the same brand coherence; in spite of considerable management and marketing support, the sub-brand does not appear to have fully resonated with either the loyal Reiss customer or a younger customer for whom casual clothing might be more relevant. Creating a sub-brand may have caused unnecessary confusion with consumers. It is suggested that had Reiss treated the casual wear category as an aspirational category for the main brand, the company could have developed products that maintained relevant but peripheral facets of the Reiss brand, and blended these successfully with distinctive product characteristics that are considered important in the casual-wear category. 
In spite of the confusion and challenge going on in the casual clothing category, Reiss can depend on its iconic categories to maintain the brand identity and the core brand values to which the customer is loyal. The iconic categories are also supporting the brand’s global expansion which is taking it to important fashion cities such as Moscow, New York, and Hong Kong, and markets such as the middle East where the demand for  luxury products is high and in these new markets Reiss is finding it possible to extend its price points upwards (Edelson, 2010). So whilst Reiss may have been trying to move their brand to a new place in its home market via edgy advertising of peripheral products, the serendipitous endorsement of the brand by the Duchess of Cambridge may have prevented the company’s brand directors overlooking the value of this merchandise category, on which it can depend for long-term stability and success and global brand coherence. As an aspirational category for Reiss it is suggested that more work needs to be done on the design of the casual clothing to ensure that the brand coherence is stronger. 
Conclusion
This exploratory and conceptual paper concludes that while category management in its pure form remains difficult to implement for fashion retailers, the principles associated with it would seem to be a logical and appropriate way to underpin the management of increasingly dynamic fashion assortments.  More retail brands are faced with international merchandise planning; a new area of developing competence for many and it is suggested that strategic category roles based on product/brand coherence could play an important role in this. Local reinterpretations of a brand, not to mention demand for new products will inevitably arise under the cover of better meeting the demands of consumers in different international markets (Kapferer, 2008) and will put pressure on fashion brand managers to police category interpretation. In market and product extension strategies implemented in the pursuit of growth, brand coherence is a concept that must remain at the forefront of product management. The matrix proposed in this paper provides a conceptual framework in which fashion brands and their supply chain members can work together to deepen understanding of customer brand perception in all category manifestations. The iconic category concept allows brands to maintain coherence, whilst updating, innovating and responding to consumer demand and nuanced preferences. Aspirational categories provide brands with the opportunity to trail new categories that have brand facets in common with other categories, but some that are unique to the product variation concerned. Extension and convenience categories allow a brand to move into product areas that are less distinctive, but are still relevant to customers, helping to build complementary purchases and maintain brand loyalty.  
The application of the suggested category roles seems to resonate well in the context of strategic fashion management. The framework includes operational recommendations and implications for fashion merchandising management in order to create and maintain internal and external brand coherence, and whilst it puts less emphasis on category roles as drivers of sales and profits than previous iterations in the FMCG context, it is suggested that appropriate management of clothing categories according to the strategic roles in this matrix will bring good financial performance in the long term.  
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